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document, followed by a look at several key supporting evidence base documents, before
then assessing the merits of the site.

1.1.6

We have also prepared a ‘Vision Document’ for the site. This is a visual, attractively

presented A3 documentt that summarises key points from the representa
ation in a shortened,
non-technical and easy-to-read format, alongside relevant supporting im
images. The vision
document is intended to
o support
su
this representation (and is attached to
o tthe submission), and
are chiefly intended for a wider community and stakeholder audience.

1.2

About Story Hom
mes

1.2.1

The Story Difference – comprising a commitment to design quality, place
e-making and
customer experience – will be instrumental in delivering an exemplary new development
which Warrington Coun
ncil can be proud of.

1.2.2

Story Homes is a privattely owned housebuilder. Founded by Fred Story iin 1987, it has a long
and successful reputatio
ion of building quality and high specification home
es across the North
of England and South of Scotland. The family owned business has grown
n in size and status
over the years but rema
ains grounded, built on its original ethos of ‘doing
g the right thing’ and

creating a brand synonyymous with quality.
1.2.3

For nearly 30 years Sto
ory Homes has been the name most often associa
iated with aspirational
homes for sale through
hout Cumbria, the North East and Lancashire. A pa
assion for quality and
excellence has seen Stor
ory Homes become a multi-award winning UK pro
operty developer;

with modern and attracctive homes instantly inspiring buyers.
1.2.4

Story Homes have been
n awarded the top ‘5 star’ rating in the house build
ilding industry’s

annual customer satisfa
action survey for the 4th year running since becom
oming eligible. Story
Homes’ success is unde
erpinned by a determination to understand the ne
eeds of communities
where we build and a g
goal to deliver design quality and high quality build
ilding specifications
that enhance locations.
s.

1.2.5

Story Homes’ presence in the North West is growing significantly. They have been awarded 3

UK Property awards inccluding ‘Best Residential Development’ in 2016 an
nd 2015 for their
sites, Brookwood Park in
i Kirkham and High Wood in Lancaster. In additio
ion, they were also
awarded ‘North West Hou
Housebuilder of the Year’ at the North West Inside
er Property awards in

January 2017.
1.2.6

og
go that extra mile by:
Story Homes strives to
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• Employing local peop
ple and supporting local trade
• Using local materials
ls w
where possible
• Enrolling new appren
ntices into their ‘Story Apprentice Scheme’. Storyy Homes will directly
employ the apprentiice on completion of the scheme or will support th
he candidate in
setting-up their own
n business that would subsequently be a sub-conttractor to Story
Homes.
• Enrolling new Gradu
uates to the ‘Story Graduate Scheme’ across our departments
d
seeking
new talent and fresh
h ideas.
• Supporting local com
mmunities and being a good neighbour in the com
mmunities we impact
upon
• Building beautiful ho
omes that continue to look great in years to come
e and enhance
communities
• Providing ‘affordable
le’ homes for local people
• Collecting detailed fe
eedback from customers and identifying and takin
ng action on areas
for improvement
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2.0

General Comm
mentary on Preferred Developme
ent Option

2.1.1

This section presents Sttory Homes’ response to the Local Plan Preferred
d Development Option
(Regulation 18 Consulta
ation) published in July 2017. This principally con
ncerns strategic
approaches to meeting housing needs across the Borough.

2.2

DCLG Consultatio
on Proposals on Objectively Assessed
d Need (OAN)

2.2.1

Story Homes also wish to provide some interim commentary on the prop
oposed Department for
Communities and Locall G
Government (DCLG) consultation paper ‘Planning
g for the right homes
in the right places: consu
sultation proposals’ released Thursday 14th Septe
ember.

2.2.2

The Government have a
announced proposals to simplify the calculation of OAN, reducing the
time and cost for LPA’ss iin arriving at their housing need figure and to en
ncourage
transparency and certain
inty for members of the public. We do not wish to
o go into detail here

about the implication off the methodology in assessing housed need thro
ough the proposed
formula; rather we onlyy wish to support Warrington Council in their prep
paration of a local
plan that seeks to balan
nce housing delivery with economic growth.

2.2.3

We support the Councilil’s economic aspirations and transition from new ttown to ‘new city’
and we would encourag
ge the Council to maintain the envisaged housing
g target as set out in

the Preferred Developm
ment Option going forward to submission stage off the Local Plan.
Within the consultation document, DCLG encourage deviation from the proposed approach
where, as a result of strrategic infrastructure or increased employment, a
an LPA wishes to
increase the housing re
equirement to realise its ambitions. DCLG confirm that they propose to
amend planning guidan
nce so that a Planning Inspector is advised to worrk on the assumption
that this approach is so
sound (Para 46).

2.2.4

Story Homes will contin
inue to support Warrington’s growth aspirations an
nd encourage the
Council to maintain their
ir proposed housing requirement through to the submission
s
of the

local plan. This will realise
lise social and economic benefits throughout the B
Borough in addition
to reducing any potentia
ial delay to the preparation and adoption of Warrin
ington’s Local Plan.

2.3

Meeting Housing Need – General Comments

2.3.1

Story Homes support th
he identified OAN requirement to provide 1,113 new homes per year

in the period 2017-37. Once the 5% buffer and provision for a backlog o
of 847 units is applied
this requirement becom
mes 1,211 new homes per annum (in accordance with Table 1, p16, of
www.wyg.com
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Green Belt sites being ccapable of delivering 440 units per year (8,791 in the 20 year plan
period) and sites within
n the urban area delivering 771 units per year (15
5,429 in the plan

period); result in an ove
erall housebuilding rate of 1,211 units per year. We believe that this
balance, with only 36%
% of the sites being located in the Green Belt, will not enable the
required housebuilding delivery rate to be met. We also believe that the capacity of urban
land has been overestim
imated (see 2.3.8 below).

2.3.5

In order to meet the required annual delivery rate we therefore believe tthat a greater
number of Green Belt sit
sites need to be identified for delivery in the first 5 years of the plan

period in particular and
d that the ratio of Green Belt sites needs to substa
antially increased
from 36% of the allocatted land.
2.3.6

Allowing an appropriate
e buffer will also be important in helping to ensure
e that this ambitious
delivery target can be m
met. At present the strategy allows only for the 5%
% buffer that is
required by the Nationa
al Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). There is a very real risk that
sites not being promote
ed by a developer may not come forward at the rate
r
envisaged,
especially if a high relia
liance on the urban area is maintained. A buffer tha
at offers flexibility
then becomes crucial, e
especially for the first five-year period. We believe
e that the Council’s
strategy should be flexiible enough to allow Safeguarded Land to come forward
f
within the

Plan period if allocated sites are not proving deliverable within the requir
ired timescale. We
provide further commen
ntary on this under Safeguarded Land below.
Response to Evidenc
ce Base

2.3.7

We note that the Strattegic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) ha
as been updated
following the Issues and
d Options Stage consultation. We welcome the fa
act that the economic
activity rate forecast now
ow more closely reflects best practice and as a resu
sult generates a
more realistic picture off Objectively Assessed Need (OAN).

2.3.8

With regard to the 2015 Strategic Housing Land Availability Assess
sment (SHLAA), we
support the use of varia
iable developable area ratios (75%, 90% and 100
0%) to estimate site

capacity. This providess a useful ‘rule of thumb’ to estimate collective cap
pacity across many
sites. However, when m
more information is known about individual sitess tthis should be used
to provide a more accurrate estimate of capacity that respond to site con
nditions. We will seek
to work efficiently with constraints and opportunities to maximise the de
evelopable area

within our site, subject to creating a development of appropriate charactter. Similarly,
different densities of de
evelopment will be appropriate for different sites, as will differing build
rates. This can then info
orm a more accurate estimate of total capacity for
or the subsequent
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Local Plan stage. We ha
ave provided such information with regard to our site in Section 7 of

this document.
2.3.9

Urban Land Capacity
y Study – we note that the Preferred Option hass b
been informed by
the Urban Land Capacit
ity Study in assessing the amount of housing that can potentially be
accommodated in the in
inner urban area of Warrington. Whilst we suppor
ort the principle of
maximising the capacityy of housing on brownfield development in the urrban area, we have
concerns with this Stud
dy, which we feel significantly overestimates the a
amount of
development that could
ld be accommodated within the urban area. As a rresult, we consider
that more land will need
d to be released from the Green Belt than is curre
ently proposed.
These concerns are exp
plained in Section 6 of this document.

2.3.10

Green Belt Assessme
ent – the land at Runcorn Road in Higher Walton lies within the

south-western part of th
he large WR65 land allocation. It also includes lan
nd, south of Runcorn
Road, which has not be
een the subject of parcel assessment. The overallll a
assessment for
parcel WR65 is that it m
makes a ‘moderate’ contribution, which we do nott disagree with.
However, the analysis
sis is a little broad, perhaps given the large size of th
he parcel. In
particular, the Story Ho
omes land is divided from Walton Village by both the
t A56 and a large
mature tree belt, which
h prevents views to/from the conservation area an
nd results in the site
having little relationship
ip with it. The inclusion of this land within the Sou
uth West Warrington
suburban expansion op
ption reflects the need for ‘moderate’ contribution land to be released
in order to meet housin
ng needs.

2.4

Safeguarded Land
nd

2.4.1

We welcome the approa
ach to safeguard further land in the Green Belt for
or potential housing
needs for ten years beyyond the Plan period. The principle of safeguardin
ing land reflects best

practice in plan-making
g and guidance within the NPPF. However, we havve serious concerns
with the methodology for both calculating the amount of land to be safe
eguarded for housing
and for deciding where this is to be geographically located. If the Counccil is going to identify
safeguarded land to me
eet future needs then we feel it is important that this exercise is done

accurately to properly p
plan for future needs. We have three following poi
oints to make in this
regard.
2.4.2

Firstly, why is the lowerr annual provision target of 955 units per annum applied to the
safeguarded land, and n
not the plan period target of 1,113 homes per an
nnum? Is the Council
assuming that a lower rrate of economic growth will apply after the plan period? There are, of
course, difficulties in ma
aking projections so far into the future but we fee
el the sensible

www.wyg.com
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approach would be to
o apply
a
the same figure beyond the Plan period ass d
during it. We

consider that to reduce this figure would have a significantly adverse im
impact upon economic
growth, especially given
n the Council’s ambitions to progress Warrington as a ‘New City’ from
its current New Town st
status.

2.4.3

Secondly, whilst we acccept that the housing target already has a 5% bu
uffer applied, we do
not agree that this bufffer will no longer be required after the Plan period
iod. The same issues
are likely to apply, with
h not all sites being capable of being brought forw
ward for delivery and
so applying a 5% would
ld be sensible, and in line with the NPPF. Therefor
ore, we do not agree

that a nine-year require
ement should be applied for ten years beyond the
e Plan period. If the
buffer has had to be use
sed for the Plan period it is likely to be because allo
llocated sites have
not come forward and may
m not do so. We therefore consider it incorrectt to see this buffer as
additional supply beyon
nd the Plan period. We consider that the correct approach
a
would be to
apply ten years at 1,113
3 units per annum plus a further 5% in order to identify
id
a ten-year
supply of Safeguarded Land, meaning that the Safeguarded Land should
ld be capable of

accommodating 11,168
8 units.
2.4.4

Thirdly, we consider tha
at there is a weak logic and lack of justification to
o the consideration

that 36% of the new hom
omes will be delivered in the Green Belt in line wit
ith projections for the
Plan period. As discusse
sed elsewhere in this document, we feel that the U
Urban Capacity Study
significantly overestima
ates the amount of housing that can be delivered in the urban area
during the Plan period a
and so disagree that 36% is a realistic figure for Green Belt provision.

Furthermore, the focuss o
on developing urban land first during the Plan pe
eriod is likely to
mean that the supply o
of such sites will be exhausted by the end of the P
Plan period; therefore
it is highly likely that th
he requirement for Green Belt land will be greaterr and not less for the

period after the end of the Plan period (2037). In other words, with allll p
potentially suitable
urban sites having been
n allocated in the new Local Plan, what new urban
n sites, other than
potential windfall sites, might remain for the period ten years after? We doubt that this
would be sufficient to m
meet 64% of the projected demand.

2.4.5

With regard to the Fidd
dlers Ferry site (as referred to in para 3.6 of WBC’’s Preferred
Development Option), o
on which the strategy heavily relies for potentiall b
brownfield
development land, this
is is likely
l
to be heavily constrained and contaminated given its existing

use. However, even if w
we take a best-case scenario the full site is approx
ox. 120 hectares, so
assuming that this can be developed at the same rate as applied elsewh
here (75% site area
@ 30 dph) then this cou
uld deliver up to 2,700 units. This still only represe
sents 24% of the

projected need for the Safeguarded
S
Land (11,130 as explained above, discounting
d
the
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buffer) and so does not
ot materially affect the fact that future capacity wit
ithin the urban area is
being greatly overestim
imated. There is also an inherent risk to an approacch that ‘puts all the

eggs into one basket’ in this way and that large strategic sites can often
n take much longer to
deliver.
Distribution of Safeg
guarded Land

2.4.6

Safeguarded Land, by its
it nature and on inspection of other Local Plans, is greenfield land at

the outer fringes of setttlements. In fact, the NPPF (at para 85) specifically instructs local
planning authorities to “identify in their plans areas of ‘safeguarded land
d’ between the urban

area and the Green Belt
lt, in order to meet longer-term needs stretching well beyond the plan

period”.
2.4.7

Our main objection rega
arding the location of Safeguarded Land is that it is proposed to be all

located to the east of th
he Garden City Extension in Warrington. There do
oes not appear to be
any detailed analysis an
nd justification for locating all of this land at Warrrington. This
approach does not allow
w any of the other areas of Warrington or outlyin
ing settlements to

meet their housing requ
uirements beyond the Plan period or to provide a
an additional land
resource to offer the fle
lexibility needed to enable their housing needs wit
ithin the Plan period

to be met. Further conccentrating growth in the South East Warrington area may also weaken
the ongoing sustainabilit
ility of outlying settlements or other areas adjacen
nt to the settlement
boundary of Warrington
n, where local services need to be supported by su
sufficient housing

numbers.
2.4.8

As the Plan develops th
here will then be a need to consider more accurattely how much

Safeguarded Land shou
ould be designated for each settlement. We feel tha
at it is important to
ensure that each settlem
ment has an appropriate amount of safeguarded land to meet their
own housing needs, and
d that this should be determined by a proper con
onsideration of this

need, rather than by an
n overly supply-led approach. This follows our sam
me logic for the
allocation of housing for
or each settlement, as set out in Section 3 of this document.

2.4.9

In addition to meeting h
housing needs beyond the Plan period, we consid
sider that Safeguarded

Land should also form the
t first line of supply if new housing is needed during
d
the Plan period
which cannot be deliverred on allocated sites (whether by sites not comin
ng forward or by
unmet housing needss le
leaving the LPA without a five-year housing supply
ly). This view has
been supported by Insp
spectors in appeal decisions (for example APP/P23
365/W/15/3132594
Wainhomes Developme
ents Ltd vs West Lancashire Borough Council, 201
15). The ‘housing
delivery test’ in the Govvernment’s Housing White Paper (2016) requires action to be taken if

www.wyg.com
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delivery rates fall below
w 95% of the annual housing requirement. We reccommend that this is
used as a trigger to allo
llow the development of Safeguarded Land.
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3.0

Growth Option
ns for Warrington

3.1.1

The Preferred Developm
ment Options considers several growth options for
or the town of
Warrington. Option 2, w
which represents a garden city suburb of 6,000 ho
omes to the southeast and a sustainable u
urban extension of 1,800 homes to the south-we
est, is selected as a

preferred option.
3.1.2

support the Council’s
We agree that Option 2 should be the Council’s preferred option, and su
intentions to meet housin
sing need in the proposed locations south and sou
uth-west of
Warrington. We encourrage the Council to fully consider further evidence
e in relation to the
site through detailed m
masterplanning, site capacity, site constraints and representations
made to this preferred d
development options consultation, to fully scope--out likely

deliverability. Should fu
urther evidence reveal that the proposed Garden City
C Suburb area
cannot deliver the c.6,0
000 units envisaged then we consider that the rem
maining units should
be redistributed to the o
outlying settlements and the South-West Warring
gton extension.

3.1.3

The majority of the greenfield allocations for new homes will be located in the Garden City
Suburb extension to the
e south of the town. At approximately 6,000 unitss tthis places
considerable risk in a st
strategy whereby a large proportion of the Council’
il’s housing need will

be met in one location. The extent of the area appears to be largely dete
ermined by the
Green Belt assessment of a pre-defined land parcel. The willingness and
d capacity of
landowners to deliver th
his extension is also far from certain, with the are
ea only partially

covered by Call for Sitess rrepresentations. This approach is not delivery or market-led and
there may well be significant challenges in delivering all the land parcels
ls w
within this
extension area to delive
er the full number of homes envisaged. We also
lso n
note that there has

been strong local opposit
sition, including by local Members, adding furtherr difficulties to
delivery. The Area Profile
ile summarises that this extension will require sig
gnificant new
infrastructure: four new
w primary schools, one secondary school, a distric
ict centre, up to three
local centres and signifiicant health and recreation infrastructure. Deliverring a 6,000 home

extension here within th
he timescales envisaged is therefore considered tto be extremely
challenging.
3.1.4

We feel that a better, more
m
flexible approach, would be to follow Option
n 2 in principle but to
allocate more land in th
he SW Warrington Extension and the outlying setttlements, to provide
better management of rrisk and security in delivering the required numbe
er of units.
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of Green Belt sites in th
he first five years of the Plan period will be criticall iin establishing the
economic growth locallyy in South-West Warrington and across the Borou
ugh.

4.1.3

The SW Urban Extensio
sion is divided into three sites for the Call for Sitess Assessment:
A

• R18/005
• R18/125
• R18/059
4.1.4

The vast majority of the
e extension land is within R18/125, of which our ssubject site forms a

significant part.
4.1.5

Not all of the SW Exten
nsion area has been assessed within the Green Be
elt Assessment, but
that which has is catego
orised as making a ‘moderate’ contribution to the
e Green Belt. We
support this approach.

4.1.6

The whole extension arrea has been assessed as being Grade 3 in agricu
ultural land

classification. The site is ttherefore not within the best quality Grade 1 an
nd 2 designations;
and there is a need to d
develop on Grade 3 agricultural land in order to meet
m
the housing and
economic growth needs.
s.

4.1.7

‘The Settlement Profile – Main Urban Area’ (July 2017) summarises that up to 2,800 new
homes in south Warring
gton could support the provision of two new prim
imary schools and
additional health facilitie
ies. Health needs could be met by a satellite GP fa
acility. It also

concludes that a major urban extension could be achieved without impa
act on the strategic
importance of the Green Belt. Therefore, there is no reason why an alloccation supporting
development of up to 2,800 homes should not be made here, and this
is w
would play a major
role in helping WBC me
eet their housing requirement over the Plan period
d.
Delivery and Phasing
g

4.1.8

Our first comment is on
n the delivery trajectory that has been projected. We note that no
delivery has been proje
ected until year 6 for any land within the SW Urba
an Extension. In
practice, we feel that land
la here will be able to come forward in years 1 tto 5 and the
approach should be ma
arket-led and free of unnecessary limitations. The
e subject land here is
ready for development once allocated and will be attractive to the marke
et promoted by an

able developer. It hass a willing landowner, a housebuilder on-board and
d is not reliant on
third party land coming
g forward to enable delivery. Development within years 1 to 5 of such
sites will be important in positively launching the SW Warrington Urban E
Extension –
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generating early interest
st and generating planning contributions that will
ill su
subsequently allow
infrastructure to be delilivered, as required, in later phases. It will also pla
lay an important role

in enabling the Councilil tto meet their annual housing requirement and to
oa
avoid the risk of
being in a position where they become unable to demonstrate a five-yea
ar housing supply.
We believe that the currrent projected trajectory places unnecessary relia
liance, and

consequently risk, on de
elivery of housing numbers within later years of tthe Plan period. Once
land in the extension arrea is released and allocated therefore, we would
ld not wish to see any
policy restrictions that would
w
prevent this land coming forward in the ea
arly years of the plan

period.
4.1.9

We note that this propo
osed urban extension will include a new primary sc
school, local centre
and health facility in ad
ddition to a new local park. We support the provisio
ision of facilities,
which we believe are ne
ecessary to support growth of the scale envisaged here. The phasing
of delivery of these facilit
ilities, in addition to the Western Link Road and o
other strategic
infrastructure, will need
d to be carefully phased with planning obligationss fairly apportioned to

the sites that they will se
serve. At the same time, it will be important to ph
hase delivery of
housing to enable an in
incremental approach to development in the early phases, allowing
early sites to be served from existing infrastructure, below appropriate ttrigger points, to

enable the SW Warringtton Extension to be successfully launched before the strategic
infrastructure can be de
elivered. A critical mass of housing will be require
ed first to generate
sufficient demand for local
lo
shops and services to be delivered. Any markket operator will only
find a local centre oppo
ortunity attractive when there is a well established
d customer base.

4.1.10

A good approach to stra
ategic infrastructure provision would also be for tthe local authority to
provide the infrastructu
ure ‘up-front’ to enable subsequent delivery of hou
using. Funding could
be acquired by local autthority borrowing against the certainty of future p
planning
contributions, within an
n agreed framework. The local authority could also
lso make use of the
HCA’s Housing Infrastru
ucture Fund. We understand that the Council are exploring such
options currently and prroposing bids for submission.

4.1.11

Our client’s land at High
her Walton can be accessed and served by existin
ing infrastructure in
its early phases of deve
elopment (within Years 1 to 5 of the Plan period).. More information on

this is provided in Sectio
ion 6. This could play an important role in helping
g to launch the Urban
Extension. Story Homess would
w
be happy to contribute to the funding of strategic
infrastructure that would
ld be required to serve the later phases of the de
evelopment of this

land, provided that this is on a basis that is fairly and proportionately rela
lated to the total
quantum of housing tha
at the infrastructure will serve and is within an ag
greed framework. We
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would not wish to see tthe delivery of early phases of development here constrained by
awaiting the delivery off strategic infrastructure that is not required for th
he delivery of these
phases. We understand
d that this will require detailed transport assessme
ent and other work

at the planning applicattion stage, which Story Homes are committed to
op
providing and
discussing with the Cou
uncil’s Highway’s team prior to the submission of a planning

application.

4.2

Warrington South
h West Urban Extension Framework Plan Document

4.2.1

We support the principle
les underlying the South-West Extension and agre
ee that this is an
excellent location for a sustainable urban extension of the scale envisage
ed. We note from
WBC’s Area Profiles tha
at this area is well related to the existing urban arrea and can be well

supported by existing and new infrastructure (the Area Profile concludess tthat up to 2,800
homes could be suppor
orted here). The proposed allocations would not ha
arm the strategic
importance of the Green Belt.

4.2.2

We note that the Frame
ework has taken on board work undertaken by de
evelopers to support
the Call for Sites exercise
ise. We would like to explain that the subject site was not within Story

Homes’ interest at that time and this is why a response was not submitted at Call for Sites
stage. The exclusion of this does not therefore indicate in any way that delivery is
problematic or that the full anticipated capacity of this land cannot be re
ealised. Story Homes

are committed to workin
ing in partnership with the Council and adjacent la
landowners to
undertake masterplanniing and capacity assessments.

4.2.3

We agree that the four urban design concepts that underpin the Framew
work are sound and
that the proposed mast
sterplanning approach represents an effective orga
anisation of land uses

and integration with exist
isting landscape features. Conceptual approach o
options 1 and 2 both
propose our land for resid
sidential development, with green buffers to the railway lines and

industrial uses to the north. High quality landscaping and link roads conn
nect the
development parcels. Our
O land is located around the proposed new locall ccentre. We support
the approach proposed in both of these options.

4.2.4

The Extension area is th
hen subdivided into a number of land parcels. Th
he extent of land

within Story Homes’ con
ontrol extends to approximately 21.28 hectares an
nd corresponds with
the following parcels:
A2
• The eastern half of A

• Most of A4
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• Part of A3
• Part of A7
• All of B1
• All of B2
4.2.5

Now that this representtation has been submitted we suggest that the pa
arcels are redrawn to
match the ownership bo
oundaries of the sites put forward. This will result
lt in parcels that will
reflect subsequent deve
elopment proposals that will be progressed, there
eby making the
Framework rooted in re
eality and supported by deliverability, in addition tto simplifying
subsequent consultation
n.

4.2.6

The Framework appliess a
an average density of 28 dwellings per hectare ((dph) to all land
parcels to estimate the parcel areas. Firstly, we consider that planning fo
or an average density
below 30 dph does not make the most efficient use of land, and is there
efore less sustainable
and contrary to the spir
irit of the NPPF. The land parcels have already nettted off infrastructure
and open space, and ass tthese are greenfield sites they will be relatively free of constraints.
Average densities of 30
0 dph should therefore be an achievable and apprropriate target.

4.2.7

We also consider that it would be beneficial to seek a variation in densitie
ies across land
parcels, to create varietty in the urban form and more accurately reflect historic
h
settlement
patterns and create poc
ockets of local character and identity.

4.2.8

Finally, we note that the
ere is nothing in the Framework on the phasing o
of development, and
understand that the parrcel names do not indicate the anticipated order in which they are to
be brought forward. We
e agree that this is the optimum approach; phasin
sing should be left to
the market. Where therre are willing landowners with unconstrained sitess tthey should not be
prevented from bringing
g these forward as soon as possible.
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5.0

Critique of Evid
dence Base Documents

5.1

Urban Capacity Statement

5.1.1

Our first point regarding
g the Urban Capacity Statement (2016) is that th
he basis of estimating
the capacity of the sitess covered
c
by the Masterplan (Figure 4 within the Preferred
Development Option co
onsultation document, page 35) has not been exp
plained and is poorly
presented. The Stateme
ent presents only the area-wide Masterplan and a summary table of

sites, allowing no cross-referencing between the two. It would be usefull to
t see the site
boundaries on the mast
sterplan and to know the size in hectares of each sit
site so that an
understanding of densit
sity can be gained. The masterplan notation doess a
appear to suggest
varying densities but it would be useful to understand the density range
e assumed for each
and what this would me
ean in terms of the type of housing proposed.

5.1.2

We also have the follow
wing comments on the masterplan:

• The masterplan appears to propose housing on virtually all employme
ent land and areas of
other significant use
ses (Riverside Retail Park for example). Whilst we u
understand that this
is a capacity exercise
ise only it is unrealistic to consider a situation in wh
hich such a

significant area of em
mployment land is lost, especially given WBC’s ‘N
New City’ aspirations.
Many existing busine
ess will not wish to cease or relocate and those th
hat do may often
experience difficulty in finding appropriate alternative sites.

• The masterplan does not appear to have had any consideration of pot
otential major
constraints, showing
g for example new housing within areas flood zon
ne 2 and even flood
zone 3. This makess it highly unrealistic and casts major doubts on itss ccredibility for

estimating capacity.
• The masterplan inclu
udes all potential SHLAA sites within its extent bu
ut then subtracts the
number of units from
m the SHLAA. However, it does not present any sschemes proposed for
these sites nor show
ow the boundaries of the SHLAA sites, instead it wa
ashes over them with
the masterplan prop
posals. In reality the need for these sites to come forward separately
will result in reduced
d design efficiencies and consequently reduced ca
apacities. The
masterplan should h
have shown and worked with the boundaries of SHL
HLAA sites.

• More generally, the masterplan assumes all the land coming forward as a comprehensive
scheme. In reality, not all of the sites will come forward and fragmen
nted land ownerships
will create awkwardly
ly shaped sites that will result in less efficient layou
outs. Different
interfaces will also have to be considered for employment uses that a
are retained. This will
lead to significantly reduced capacities.
www.wyg.com
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• Finally, the masterpla
lan assumes that all of the land shown will come forward. This
depends on the hou
using market being able to deliver viable schemes on all sites. This is
not likely to be the case, especially as, by their nature, most of these
se are former
employment sites an
nd likely to require ground remediation, and manyy are in lower value

housing areas.
5.1.3

elieve that the Urban Capacity exercise is significa
antly flawed and, at
For these reasons, we be

15,429 units, significantlyy over-estimates the number of dwellings that the
e urban area may be
expected to accommodatte. It is therefore likely that a larger amount of Grreen Belt land will
need to be released in orrder to meet the housing need.
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6.0

Runcorn Road,, Higher Walton – Site Assessm
ment

6.1.1

Story Homes’ land at Higher
Hig
Walton comprises a series of separate land parcels that
represent a significant combined area of around 21.28 ha, representing a major part of the
Warrington South West
st Urban Extension. These parcels are:

• Land south of Runcor
orn Road (east): approx. 7.34 ha
• Land south of Runco
orn Road (west): approx. 1.39 ha
• Land east of Bellhou
use Lane: approx. 10.75 ha
• Land north of forme
er railway line: approx. 1.75 ha
Total: approx. 21.2
.28 ha

6.2

Land ownership and commitment to delivery

6.2.1

The Site is currently ow
owned by one landowner under one single title. Sto
ory Homes have an

agreement with the lan
ndowner to promote the site. The site is therefore
e under the control of
a single housebuilder. T
There are no ownership or legal constraints to itss d
delivery for housing.

6.2.2

Story Homes are comm
mitted to bringing the site forward for housing and
d will progress a
scheme as soon as the site is allocated (as long as there are no onerouss cconditions attached

to the allocation). This
is w
will involve pre-application discussions with Warrrington Council and
public engagement.

6.3

Environmental Co
ontext

6.3.1

The land lies between tthe villages of Moore (to the west) and Higher Wa
alton (to the east). It
lies in a wedge of land between the railway line and Manchester Ship Ca
anal to the north and
the A56 (Chester Road)) to the south. Both of these linear features serve
e to protect the
surrounding countryside
e from the impact of development here. This area
a, which includes all
of the above land parce
els, has been identified by WBC as the site of the Warrington South
West Urban Extension.
Green Belt Assessme
ent

6.3.2

The Green Belt Assessm
sment (Arup, 2016) places the subject land at High
her Walton within
general area division pa
arcel 14. This is assessed as making a ‘moderate’ contribution to the

Green Belt overall.
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6.3.3

At the next level of ana
alysis, the Green Belt Assessment places most of tthe land in parcel
WR65, which covers a m
much larger area including land to the west. The only part of Story’s
land not included in WR
R65 is the smaller site to the south of Runcorn Ro
oad, which has not

been considered in the Green Belt Assessment.
6.3.4

W65 has also been asse
ssessed as making a ‘moderate’ contribution overallll to
t the Green Belt.
The contribution in rega
ard to safeguarding the countryside from encroacchment is rated as
‘strong’, however this
is la
largely due to the parcel’s ‘weak eastern boundaryy’ which is located
away from the Story Hom
omes land.

6.3.5

The Green Belt assessm
ssment is partly based on the contribution that the p
parcel makes to
Walton Village Conserva
ation Area. However, the Story Homes’ land is no
ot located adjacent to
Walton Village and is se
separated from it by the A56. Development of this
is la
land will not

therefore have a direct impact on the setting of the Conservation Area.
6.3.6

The site is therefore wit
ithin a reasonably well enclosed area. Its impact o
on the character of
the surrounding landsca
ape character and the Green Belt will be limited b
by existing boundary

features.

6.4

Sustainability

6.4.1

WBC’s Area Profiles doccument considers service provision for the SW Extension Area within
the context of Warringtton. However, it is also useful to consider more loc
local services, as the
Story Homes’ land is acccessible to services in local villages that have nott been included
within WBC’s Settlemen
nt Profiles for the outlying settlements.

6.4.2

We have undertaken an
nalysis of the location of key community facilitiess iin the vicinity and
their accessibility from the
t subject site (see Figure 7.1 below).

6.4.3

New housing on the sub
bject land will be served by existing local facilitiess a
at Higher Walton
and Moore, in addition to services within Warrington. The centre of Moor
ore (to the west) is
within 10 minutes’ walk
lk of the site and Higher Walton (to the east) is wit
ithin a 5 minute walk.
Additionally, facilities arre also available in Daresbury to the south, includ
ding a significant
number of jobs, and in Stockton Heath. All of this is without considering
g the new local centre
that is proposed to be constructed adjacent to the subject land as part of the SW Warrington
Sustainable Urban Extension.

6.4.4

Moore has several locall facilities:
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• Moore County Prima
ary School
• Moore Village Pre-Scchool
• Red Lion Inn PH
• Moore Village Store and Post Office
6.4.5

To the east, Higher Wa
alton has the following services:

• St John the Evangelist
list’s Church
• Walton Lea Cremator
orium
• The Walton Arms PH
H
6.4.6

The area is also wellll se
served by bus services with the 43A, 62, 62B, 66 an
nd 70 routes all
stopping on Runcorn Roa
oad. These services offer a bus every 15 minutess tto both Warrrington
and Runcorn town centtre.

6.4.7

A little further to the so
south lies Daresbury village, which also has:

• Daresbury Primary S
School
• All Saints Church
• Ring O’Bells PH
obs at Daresbury Park
• A large amount of jo
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6.5

Understanding the
he site and development capacity

6.5.1

Access can be taken from
om Runcorn Road, from several points, to serve a
all parcels. Evidence
will be produced in due
e course to establish traffic impacts and support th
he access strategy.
This work will include engagement
e
with the local highways authority. Th
he northernmost

parcel will be accessed through the main central parcel, otherwise all pa
arcels will be
designed to be capable of being accessed and delivered independently.

6.5.2

Story Homes will be und
dertaking a number of additional technical studie
ies to inform site
capacity and potentiall form
f
of development. Story Homes are keen to w
work alongside
Warrington Borough Co
ouncil to develop a deliverable and viable scheme
e which can be
delivered as part of the
e wider South West Warrington allocation.

6.5.3

With a combined site arrea of approximately 21 ha we estimate that the Story Homes parcel
could accommodate bettween 400 and 500 units, at an appropriate densit
sity of around 30
dwellings per hectare a
and allowing for constraints to be accommodated and open space to
be provided. The site ca
apacity will be confirmed through technical studie
ies and

masterplanning work.
6.5.4

The development form will follow the principles set out in the Council’ss Warrington
W
SouthWest Urban Extension Framework Plan.

6.6

Community and economic benefits

6.6.1

As part of this developm
ment Story Homes will be providing both market a
and affordable

homes with a mix to be
e agreed through the subsequent planning applica
ation.
6.6.2

In addition to helping WBC meet the housing needs of the borough, the development of the
site will provide significa
ant social and economic benefits to the local com
mmunity. The
presumption in favour of sustainable development within the NPPF inclu
ludes both social and
economic sustainability.. The provision of new housing (and especially th
he affordable housing

element) is a clear socia
ial benefit.
6.6.3

The allocation of the su
ubject site for housing will play an important role in contributing to
this objective and realisi
lising the vision of the emerging Local Plan. It will
ill p
provide an increase
in the local catchment population,
p
which will help to support the shopss a
and public services
that exist in Moore and Higher Walton with potential additional improvem
ments funded
through planning contrib
ibutions. Furthermore, there will be additional eco
onomic benefits in
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terms of construction jo
obs and training, and additional tax revenues.
6.6.4

The Home Builders Fed
deration have produced a useful tool to estimate tthe value of these

wider economic benefit
its (http://www.hbf.co.uk/index.php?id=3197). Ba
ased on an estimate
of 450 new homes, this
is could:

• Support the employm
ment of 1,935 people
• Provide 18 apprentic
ices, graduates or trainees
• Generate £4.5m in tax
t revenue, including £578,700 in Council Tax re
evenue.
• Generate a gross disp
isposable household income of £18,507 per house
sehold.
6.6.5

More specifically, the de
evelopment will contribute to supporting infrastru
ucture required to
facilitate the wider Soutth West Warrington allocation. This will include th
he new primary
school, health centre an
nd link road (if required).

6.6.6

The site will include new
w recreational open spaces and play areas for child
ildren in addition to
new landscaping, includ
ding tree planting and wetland areas. New and im
improved cycling and
walking routes will also
lso be
b provided through the development of the site
e.

6.6.7

Story Homes have provvided further information about the values of the company within their
vision brochure demonst
strating their investment into apprentices and gra
aduates as a key area

of their business.

6.7

Summary and Comparison

6.7.1

In summary therefore, it has been demonstrated that, land at Runcorn R
Road, Higher Walton

is a suitable, sustainable
le and deliverable site for new housing. It will only
ly have a limited
impact on the Green Be
elt and on the character of the surrounding landsccape. The site has
been shown to be a sust
stainable site: it is well located in terms of its acce
essibility to key local
facilities and its develop
lopment will provide significant social and economic
ic benefits to the

existing community.
6.7.2

Finally, technical work u
undertaken to date has demonstrated that the prroposed residential
development is delivera
able. For these reasons, we believe there is a stron
ong case for the

allocation of this land fo
or residential development.
6.7.3

Story Homes encourage
e the Council to consider the supplementary vision
on brochure as part of

our submission.
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05 SUSTAINABILITY
WBC’s Area Profiles document has considered service provision for the Warrington South West Sustainable
Urban Extension Area within the context of Warrington and has concluded that development of the scale
envisaged can be supported by existing and enhanced infrastructure.
It is also useful to consider more local services, as the Site’s land is accessible to services in local villages that
have not been included within WBC’s Settlement Profiles for the outlying settlements.
We have undertaken analysis of the location of key community facilities in the vicinity and their accessibility
from the Site (see the Facilities Plan).
New housing on the Site will be served by existing local facilities at Higher Walton and Moore, in addition to
services within Warrington. Moore (to the west) is within 10 minutes’ walk of the site and Higher Walton (to
the east) is within a 5 minute walk. Additionally, facilities are also available in Daresbury to the south, including
a significant number of jobs, and in Stockton Heath. All of this is without considering the new local centre that
is proposed to be constructed adjacent to the subject land as part of the SW Warrington Sustainable Urban
Extension.
Moore has several local facilities:
•

Moore County Primary School

•

Moore Village Pre-School

•

Red Lion Inn PH

•

Moore Village Store and Post Office

To the east, Higher Walton has the following services:
•

St John the Evangelist’s Church

•

Walton Lea Crematorium

•

The Walton Arms PH

The area is also well served by bus services with the 43A, 62, 62B, 66 and 70 routes all stopping on Runcorn
Road. These services offer a bus every 15 minutes to both Warrington and Runcorn town centres.
A little further to the south lies Daresbury village, which also has:
•

Daresbury Primary School

•

All Saints Church

•

Ring O’Bells PH

•

A large amount of jobs at Daresbury Park
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06

BENE FI TS AND IN F R A ST R UC T UR E
•

Affordable homes – the new community will include a substantial number of new affordable homes, such
as starter homes and affordable rented houses. This will significantly enhance opportunities for home
ownership, helping less affluent families and young first time buyers to get onto the housing ladder.

•

Open Space – the development will provide a significant amount of public open space for new and
existing residents to enjoy. There will be enhanced connectivity to recreation facilities beyond the Site
for the existing housing development to the west, south and east.

Environmental Benefits
•

Environmental improvements – the new high quality landscape proposed can provide new and enhanced
habitats to increase the biodiversity value of the Site, whilst providing new landscape features and
greenspaces for the community to enjoy.

•

New drainage infrastructure – the landscape strategy for the Site includes a Sustainable Urban Drainage
Scheme (SuDS).

•

Recreational resources – the Site will provide new open space and green infrastructure for the local
community to enjoy and spend time in.

•

Access – as the Site is within a 5 minute walk of Moore and Higher Walton village centres, this will
encourage new residents to use pedestrian and cycle routes into the village rather than the private car.

•

Improvement of existing areas of poor landscape value, such as land around the disused railways.

Economic benefits
In order to justify the release of this Site from the Green Belt the Council must in their plan making

•

Economic growth – the Site will bring new working age families in Higher Walton. This will be crucial to

demonstrate exceptional circumstances but also ensure that this would constitute sustainable development.

ensure that there is a resident labour force in the area, which can underpin sustainable economic growth

The NPPF states that “sustainable development is about positive growth – making economic, environmental

without resulting in large increases in in-commuting from elsewhere in the region.

and social progress for this and future generations: “At the heart of the National Planning Policy Framework

•

chain and in related services such as shops and leisure centres.

is a presumption in favour of sustainable developments, which should be seen as a golden thread running
•

through both plan-making and decision-taking.”

New jobs – building new homes creates significant numbers of new jobs in construction, in the supply
Increased spending power – new homes will bring new economically active families into Higher Walton,
who will spend their disposable income in local shops and services. This will boost businesses and increase
local vitality and the viability of local services and facilities.

The development of this Site in Higher Walton will deliver significant and lasting economic, social and
•

environment benefits to the local community.

Increased revenue – the new homes will substantially increase Warrington Borough Council’s revenue
base as a result of significant increases in Council Tax income.

Social Benefits
•

Family homes – the Site can address the growing need for new high quality and modern family homes in

Site Related Infrastructure

Higher Walton. It will deliver a wide range of new homes in terms of type and size, to meet the needs of

•

Catchment population to help support new local centre.

different families in the community.

•

New areas of public open space.
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